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Ultrasound guidance and success rates 
of axillary brachial plexus block - I

To the Editor, 
We read with great interest the recently reported 
study of Chan et al.1 This study warrants comment 
due to the low success rates reported after axillary 
brachial plexus block, despite the authors’ internation-
ally recognized experience with these techniques. The 
study compared regional anesthesia of the upper limb 
using an ultrasound-guided (US) approach (the most 
expensive technique) or a combined nerve stimulator 
(NS) ultrasound-guided (USNS) approach (the most 
sophisticated technique) to NS alone. The authors 
reported 30-min post-block success rates of 62.9%, 
80.7% and 82.8% for NS, USNS and US techniques, 
respectively. These success rates are considerably lower 
than those reported after brachial plexus block using 
a transarterial technique, which is no longer recom-
mended. Stan et al.2 reported a success rate of 88.8% 
and a low rate of complications (< 1%) in 1,000 con-
secutive patients undergoing a transarterial approach 
to brachial plexus block. 

Several methodological issues may explain the 
results observed by Chan et al. First, proximal tri-
ceps response is not always an adequate endpoint to 
assess radial response, since direct muscle contraction 
may be easily confused with direct nerve stimulation. 
This point is highlighted by the pivotal role played 
by successful radial nerve block not only for axillary 
brachial block,3 but also for infraclavicular blocks4 and 
interscalene blocks (unpublished data). Second, their 
selection of a minimum current value less than 0.5 
mA, is somewhat vague. Neuburger et al.5 have shown 
that thresholds down to 0.3 mA at a pulse width of 
100 µsec are required to achieve a success rate of 95% 
in patients without polyneuropathy. Moreover, Eifert 
et al.6 demonstrated a correlation between stimula-
tion thresholds and axillary block success rate. Their 
observed failure rate was 10.7% when the stimulation 
threshold was 0.6 mA. With a stimulation amplitude 
of 0.4 mA, no failures occurred. The reported thresh-
old range (0.28 mA to 0.5 mA) in Chan et al.’s study 
was quite large between groups, which confounds 
assessment of success rates and complication frequen-
cies. The patient drop-out rate (14.5%) in their study 

was also quite high, which may have contributed to a 
beta-type error.

Finally, the infraclavicular approach7 was shown 
to have a very high success rate and a low incidence 
of complications with one stimulation and injection. 
Under these conditions, is the infraclavicular approach 
not a better technique for hand surgery?
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